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Dane Lovett is worthy of a crush. An art crush is like any crush. You kind of lose it. 
You smile, fumble over things, maybe trip over non-existent objects while trying to 
get closer to the source. Dane Lovett’s work will do this to you. You want to be near 
it. You want to own it. Each one like a beautiful still life celebration of those piles we 
all have stacked round our homes – music, nature and more music – it’s perfect sound 
on canvas. 
Since graduating with a Fine Arts degree in 2004, Lovett swiftly won the Qantas 
Spirit of Youth Award in 2005 and a mentorship with the Museum of Contemporary 
Art Director Elizabeth Ann Macgregor. From here, the art prizes have ensued and 
expanded into his love of music, with Lovett winning an ARIA Music Award in 2006 
for Best Cover Art for Eskimo Joe’s album Black Fingernails, Red Wine. 
Lovett’s style has evolved and changed over the last few years. A self-confessed 
music nerd with no specific musical talent, Lovett’s new work is filled with the things 



he fans out over – cassette tapes, synthesisers and CDs juxtaposed with unique 
interjections of plant matter. Think New Order meets pot plant paraphernalia. Think 
Beastie Boys, Jungle Brothers, blank burnt albums, Phil Spector, mix tapes, Roland 
synths, instrumental rock, old forms, new forms, visions of future sound, albums that 
changed the course of music all stacked high on one another with the plant life 
making the music feel alive.  
As obsessed with the design of the tapes and synths as he is the sound inside, Lovett 
explains his process when choosing the albums depicted: “Sometimes it is a visual 
thing – Movement by New Order has one of the most amazing covers ever, Peter 
Saville used a poster by the Italian futurist artist Fortunato Depero for the artwork and 
I just wanted to borrow it again and paint the object itself. And other times it happens 
more intuitively – I have titled a painting after the Jungle Brothers album Straight out 
the Jungle which then lead me to paint that particular album. Sometimes the music 
I’m listening to can influence the way I paint or the marks that I make – I tend to steer 
away from anything too epic as it often leads to disasters.” 
There’s always the question of meaning in art. Talk to Lovett and he’ll explain he 
started painting the things around him, the things he liked and the things he was 
interested in. As he developed and explored further with these subjects, he found 
himself questioning less the ‘why’ and simply moving forward with inspiration.That’s 
not to say there’s not a whole stack of theory going on here, but sometimes things are 
just beautiful.  
Dane Lovett is currently working on an upcoming show for Chalk Horse in Shanghai 
and will be showing at Chalk Horse, Sydney in early 2011.  
	  


